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Further discussion could focus on whether we could have predicted the
obtained results. To be honest, we expected a more positive impact on the pupils’
opinions and beliefs. However, certain national specifics need to be taken into
account. Slovakia has been undergoing a school reform since 2008. The Slovak
national curriculum puts emphasis on the inquiry-based approach in the teaching
of NS, however there is a lack of supporting materials available to teachers for the
realization of IBSE. Slovak teachers are still generally not very well educated in this
area. Traditional teaching methods are dominant in schools, and these are also preferred by teachers. The sample of teachers that participated in the above-specified
research participated in workshops aiming at increasing the knowledge of teachers
with IBSE before they implement the selected activities in their own teaching.
However, even after taking part in several workshops and even with supporting
methodological documents provided within the project (custom-made activities
and prepared materials/sheets for teachers and pupils), the teachers still lack the
competences required to properly apply IBSE in their teaching. The teachers do
try to apply the inquiry-based approach in their lessons, to ask questions and
support the independence of pupils, but they often have a tendency to answer
the questions themselves and to have a very direct approach in the performed
activities. Regarding the pupils themselves, they are also not used to this approach
to teaching and often their expectations and active work do not correspond to the
teachers’ expectations. Pupils often expect the help of the teacher or clear instructions on how to process or what to do. This is related to the fact that traditional
teaching methods (based on lectures) dominate in schools, and this is not only the
case for the considered natural science subjects. We believe that these are the main
reasons why the results did not indicate more significant changes. To obtain more
convincing results, teachers need more permanent and systematic professional
development, which will support greater applicability of IBSE in teaching, also in
more subjects than those considered here. Still, we can say that the above analysis
brought an interesting comparison of girls and boys in the perception of IBSE,
showing a more positive impact on girls, who seem to have been more influenced
by this form of teaching.
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